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Do not assume content reflects current scientific knowledge, policies, or practices.
IF YOU have not received the Citrus Tree Descriptive Circular and Price List, send for it. This circular is about other Fruit Trees and Ornamentals.

DEAN HOLE ONCE WROTE: “After fourscore years, I maintain there is no recreation which brings so much happiness and brightness into a man’s life as the recreation of horticulture.”

Grown of Flower Bulbs
CITRUS GROVE TOOLS and SUPPLIES

FOR SALE BY

ELTWEED POMEROY
NURSERYMAN

DOWNA, TEXAS

Budding Knife, B 7.—Two-inch blade, in beechwood handle, finest quality Firth's English cutlery, each. $0.35

Budding Knife, 1 S 470.—Stag handle and budder, length 5½ ins., etched blade of finest steel, each. $1.50

Budding and Pruning Knife, 2 S 154.—One large pruning and one small speying blade, half crocus polished and etched. Length four inches, each. $1.15

Pruning Saw, D E 100.—Finest spring steel blade, polished and etched, applewood handle. The reversed teeth cut on the draw stroke, making overhead pruning much less fatiguing. Length 14 inches, each. $1.10

Pruning Saw, D. E. 75.—Reversible, double edge, adjustable handle. Finest spring steel blade. Length 18 inches, each. $1.35

Pruner No. 23.—Most durable and easiest cutting pruner, very powerful, cuts clean. Weighs only 7½ ozs., but will cut ¾-inch dry oak. A ladies size, and fine for cutting fruit from trees. (See cut above). Each. $0.75

Pruner No. 24.—Larger size, weighs 13 ozs., and will cut ½-inch dry oak. You can cut up to size of jaws. Easily sharpened. (See cut above). Each. $1.00

Pruner, California No. 30.—Black finish, fine stock. Length 9 ins. Volate spring. Each. $0.85

Pruning Shears, Rockdale No. 35.—Can get into cruter of tree with these and will cut 1¾-inch stick with ease. Length 26 ins. Each. $1.25

THERMOMETERS

Every one with an orchard should have thermometers to know how cold it gets and when to start protecting trees.

No. 3400.—Steel, accurate, but inexpensive thermometer. For general distribution in orchard. (See cut above). Each 50c; per doz. $5.00

No. 3500.—12-inch, copper case registering thermometer. By setting with a magnet it will register maximum temperature during day and minimum temperature during night. Each. $5.50

Tycos Frost Alarm Thermometer is set so that when the temperature falls to 32 degrees in the citrus grove, it rings an electric bell in the bedroom of the owner. Circular sent on application.

No. 6067.—One thermometer complete with special relay attachment, batteries and electric bell, in hardwood case. Each. $27.00

No. 6068.—Two thermometers complete as above. Set. $60.00

No. 6068 B.—Four thermometers complete as above. Set. $105.00

No. 6068 C.—Six thermometers complete as above. Set. $150.00

Wire.—Weather-proof, insulated copper wire, No. 18 gauge, with cleats and screw for insulating and stringing. Per 100 feet. $1.00

Spaghnum Moss.—The best packing if you intend to ship anything; will hold water longer than any other. Bales of about 40 lbs., per lb. 2½c; less quantities, per lb. 5c

Powdered Sulphur.—For disinfecting trees and dusting. Per lb. 10c

Arsenate of Lead (Paste).—A poison to destroy insects which eat foliage. Often mixed with Bordeaux. Dilute 3 lbs. to 50 gals. of water. Per lb. 35c; in 25-lb. lots, per lb. 30c

Spaghnum Moss.—The best packing if you intend to ship anything; will hold water longer than any other. Bales of about 40 lbs., per lb. 2½c; less quantities, per lb. 5c

Creosote. Crude, or Carbo nic Acid.—For washing trees before banking, and for disinfecting. As this is crude, it varies in strength. For trees, dilute till it does not burn the skin when rubbed onto it. Per pint bottle. $0.25

Carbon Bisulphide (High Life).—For killing the beetles on roots of palms, etc., etc. A pint. $0.50

Tree Labels.—Wired but with my name on. 3½ ins., 50c per 100; per 1000 $3.00

Garden Labels.—8 ins. long. Per 100. $0.75

Bamboo Stakes.—3 to 4 feet long, for tying tender trees. Per 100. $1.50

Raffia.—For tying your trees. Better and much cheaper than twine. Fine for use in wrapping buds. Hanks of about 1 lb., per lb. $0.60
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PRINCIPLES

A principle is a fundamental truth or law that is accepted as the basis for belief or action. Principles are the rules that govern behavior and provide a foundation for decision-making. They are often based on values, beliefs, or experiences that are considered important. Principles can help guide actions and provide a framework for understanding and interpreting situations.

When opening a market, it is important to follow the principles of fairness, transparency, and honesty. These principles ensure that all participants have an equal opportunity to succeed and that the market operates efficiently and effectively. By adhering to these principles, the market can function smoothly and support the growth and development of businesses and individuals.

In addition to these general principles, there may be specific principles that are relevant to the market. For example, in a stock market, principles related to financial reporting and disclosure may be important. In real estate markets, principles related to property valuation and negotiation may be critical.

When opening a market, it is important to consider the potential impact on all stakeholders. This includes investors, customers, employees, and the community at large. By following the principles of fairness, transparency, and honesty, the market can be opened in a way that benefits everyone involved.

When opening a market, it is important to ensure that the principles are clearly communicated and understood by all participants. This can help to create a sense of trust and confidence in the market and encourage participation.

In summary, principles are the foundation of a market and play a critical role in its success. By following the principles of fairness, transparency, and honesty, the market can be opened in a way that supports growth and development for all participants.
ENGLISH WALNUTS
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PEACANS

There are about 200 species of trees in China, each with a unique flavor. They are the main source of information that can be gathered from them. The information is crucial for understanding the ecosystem and its variations.
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Umbrella Chry in Chryopsis (elephant-head) a semi-tropical shrub, with large head of yellow flowers, and a handsome tree for summer decoration. 
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Several trees are grown in our Pecan Grove, including the following:
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ORNCHARD CONTRACTS

In consultation with the best experts in the Valley, I have drawn three contracts for orchard planting and care. There is no land-selling scheme in this. The contracts are drawn by men who have done this work and know how. They are fair. The land-owner will save money; if inexperienced, big money.

ADMINISTRATION CENTRALIZED

I advise and supervise, and attend to correspondence, finances, mapping, reporting. For the faithful performance of the contracts I will give a bond.

WORK LOCALIZED

The actual work is done under the supervision of the local men, the best group of citrus experts in the Valley. These men have a reputation for knowledge and fair dealing, which is a guarantee in itself.

THE FIRST CONTRACT

Covers furnishing citrus trees and wind-break trees, their planting and complete care to March 1, 1919, for $300.00. You pay nothing else but taxes and water rates. If desired, we will then continue its care under a new contract. I guarantee 100 per cent living trees on March 1, 1919.

THE SECOND CONTRACT

Covers laying out, digging holes, planting and first irrigation for 17 cents per tree, you furnishing the trees. Our responsibility then ends, or you make a new contract with us.

THE THIRD CONTRACT

Covers laying out, supervision of planting and of all operations for a year, $25.00 per acre for first five acres and $20.00 per acre for all over five acres. You pay actual cost for every operation and for trees, plus 10 per cent.

VARIATIONS

These contracts vary a little with quantities and may vary according to land conditions. Contracts will be sent to those interested.

PLANNING TERMS

I am glad to advise, plan and map grounds for planting at $25.00 per day.

NUMBER LIMITED

Most of this work is very personal. Even with the best of clerical assistance, I am unwilling to undertake the supervision of more than a limited acreage. Good men will not want nor will I permit any local man undertaking more than he is sure he can attend to. If interested, I urge immediate correspondence and contracts.

ELTWEEDE POMEROY, Donna, Texas.

LETTtERS OF CREDIT

A HUNDRED PER CENT STAND

Mercedes, Texas.

"The seven hundred grapefruit trees and two dozen other citrus trees that I got from you last winter, have turned out very satisfactory. The trees were planted in the latter part of February and nearly all began growing immediately. I now have as many growing trees as there were in the order. I am very well pleased with the result."

"W. F. SHAW,

"Manager Am. Rio Grande Land & Irrigation Co."

A 97% STAND

Brownsville, Texas.

"The trees purchased from you last season were very satisfactory in every respect. Out of this lot, we lost less than three percent. If I can be of any assistance to you, do not hesitate to call on me as our business relations for the last seven or eight years have been very satisfactory."

"C. W. COLGIN,

"Manager Brownsville Grocery Co."

AN EXPERT'S OPINION—ANOTHER 100%

Raymondville, Texas.

"The 288 grapefruit trees that I received from you were as fine a lot as I have ever seen. Notwithstanding that they were bare root stock and shipped from California, they were in such good condition and came all well packed that they were in a perfect condition when they arrived as when first dug. I am glad to say that I did not lose a single tree and have a 100 per cent stand."

"CHAS. H. PEASE,

"President Raymondville State Bank."

SAFE IN BUYING—"YOU MAKE GOOD"

Mercedes, Texas.

"The trees purchased of you last spring are all doing nicely, but they could not do otherwise as they arrived in good shape and were of the best quality and I have given them good attention. The first small lot of Lime trees were injured and died, but you readily replaced with better. I therefore feel safe in buying from you because you make good your promises."

"JNO. P. GAUSE,


THE FINEST LOT

Mercedes, Texas.

"At the time, I told the men who were receiving stock out of your first car that without doubt, they were the finest large number of grapefruit and orange trees that had ever been shipped into the Valley."

"My trees are now making their second growth and are certainly a vigorous lot."

"WM. JINKENS,

"Manager and Main Owner Pomelo Gardens Co."

WOULD ORDER MORE

Harlingen, Texas.

"Enclosed find check. The trees came O. K. and I am certainly pleased with them. I had already ordered others or would give you an order for more and if I feel able, will order more."

"S. A. THOMPSON,

"Architect, Contractor and Builder."

A PERSONAL STATEMENT

I could produce many other such letters but it is only fair to say that the results of 95, 97, 98 and 100 per cent stands were not obtained by every customer; I can furnish "living, livable trees" in good condition and at the right time; it requires energy, care, knowledge, patience to set them out so as to get these large percentages to grow. Without these, the stand is sure to be poor. At least half of the credit for these stands is due to the gentlemen setting them out. It is a pleasure to co-operate with such in getting results which are a credit not only to themselves and myself, but also to the Valley. I hope to co-operate in that way with many others this coming season.

ELTWEEDE POMEROY of Donna, Texas.